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Autonomy as Core of Creativity and Compliance:
Moderated Moderation Model of Maternal Parenting

Behaviors

Zhengyan Wang and Shuyang Dong
Capital Normal University

Autonomy is one of the core motivators of children’s creativity and (non)compliance. But it is less
known how children’s (non)compliance links to later creative potential and howmaternal parenting
behaviors contribute to those links. This article, as part of a longitudinal study, tested whether
preschoolers’ committed compliance and self-assertion related to their potential for motor creativ-
ity and how maternal autonomy-supporting and relatedness-supporting behaviors predicted those
relations. Eighty-two Chinese children (32 boys) and their families were included. At 38 months,
committed compliance and self-assertion were coded from a cleanup task. Maternal autonomy-
supporting and relatedness-supporting behaviors were coded from two 5-min mother-child free-
plays. At 60 months, the Thinking Creativity in Action and Movement test (TCAM) was used to
measure children’s potential for motor creativity. Results showed that after controlling for gender
and receptive language, the 38-month-olds’ committed compliance negatively, and self-assertion
positively, linked to creative potential at 60 months. Moderation analyses revealed that the
association between self-assertion and creative potential was strengthened by maternal autonomy-
supporting behavior. This moderating effect, however, was weakened by maternal relatedness-
supporting behavior. But maternal parenting behaviors did not moderate the association between
committed compliance and creative potential. The limitations of this study were discussed.

Researchers pay special attention to how young children’s
creativity develops, which, as a form of highly flexible cogni-
tive thinking, is said to be rooted in children’s self-generated
solutions and early parenting (Amabile, 1996;
Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Young children first develop the
autonomous orientation, then acquire the competence to initiate
the self-directed thinking (Hunter, Bedell, & Mumford, 2007).

Accordingly, this study highlighted individual’s autonomy as
one of the essential motivators of young children’s creative
potential (Peng, Cherng, Chen, & Lin, 2013; Sheldon, 1995)
and examined the associations between children’s autonomy-
oriented behaviors and creative potential from the perspective
of self-determination theory (SDT; Ryan & Deci, 2000).

On the one hand, it has been reported in past literature that
personal autonomy and nonconformity were two key traits of
the creative personality (Kirsch, Lubart, & Houssemand,
2015; Martinsen, 2011). Children who have a sense of choice
to express their ideas freely could realize their potential dis-
positions of innovation (Albert & Runco, 1988). According to
autonomy theory, autonomy was seen as independence, self-
reliance, and freedom from external control (Forman, 2007).
Specifically for young children, the ability and willingness to
say no to parents’ requests are considered as an indicator of
autonomy (Spitz, 1965). Young children use verbal refusal and
negotiation to assert their desires of continuing exploring what
interests them.When doing so, the children are self-motivated
to control the outcomes of their behaviors (Dix, Stewart,
Gershoff, & Day, 2007; Forman, 2007). Thus, self-assertion
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might reflect children’s behavioral orientation towards auton-
omy in early years.

On the other hand, the important role of self-control in
creativity development has been recognized recently. Dacey
and Lennon (1998) differentiated two categories of self-
control and one of them was relevant to creativity, which
included regulated behaviors that required insight and
a vision of the future. In line with those views, researchers
argued that the ability to not only resist the spontaneous
activation of design heuristics but also generate other solu-
tions could support creativity development at all ages
(Cassotti, Agogué, Camarda, Houdé, & Borst, 2016;
Scibinetti, Tocci, & Pesce, 2011). When it comes to young
children, committed compliance represents their ability of
self-control—the ability of resisting the spontaneous impul-
sivity and displaying subdominant behaviors. Forman (2007)
proposed that children’s committed compliance reflected the
potential to choose and to act effectively on the choice.
Children pursued committed compliance wholeheartedly
with positive affect because it solved the conflict of the wish
to comply and the wish to be autonomous (Kochanska, Coy, &
Murray, 2001). Hence, though it is abiding by the caregivers’
agenda, committed compliance could also be regarded as
a behavioral orientation towards autonomy in early years.

Rather than conceptualizing motivation dichotomously
as extrinsic and intrinsic, SDT posed that the underlying
motivation of a behavior could be decomposed from the
controlled orientation (external-to-introjected) to the auton-
omous orientation (identified-to-intrinsic; Pelletier, Fortier,
Vallerand, & Brierè, 2001). According to SDT, autonomy-
oriented behaviors were positively, and the behaviors that
oriented toward the controlled motivation were negatively,
related to creative potential (Liu et al., 2013; Peng et al.,
2013; Sheldon, 1995). Regarding the empirical evidence of
the association between autonomous motivation and crea-
tive potential, some cross-sectional studies have shown that
the self-reported autonomous motivation was positively
correlated with creativity (Liu et al., 2013; Sheldon, 1995).

But it is unknown how self-assertion and committed com-
pliance are associated with later creative potential, as they
might represent two different autonomy-oriented behaviors.
In addition, it has been rare in past research to test the long-
itudinal relation of autonomy-oriented behavior and creative
potential at early ages. Because, theoretically, both committed
compliance and self-assertion were autonomy-oriented beha-
viors, they were expected to be positively related to creative
potential in the present study.

Apart from the motivation underlying the self-generated
creative thoughts, environmental factors also scaffold the
early development of creativity. SDT posits that individuals
have essential psychological needs for autonomy, compe-
tence, and relatedness (Ryan & Deci, 2000) and family
factors that fulfill children’s basic psychological needs
might facilitate children’s creativity (Moltafet,

Firoozabadi, & Pour-Raisi, 2018). An autonomy-
supportive family environment encourages more flexibility
and openness. In turn, the flexible thinking contributes to
active processing and creative performance (Moltafet et al.,
2018; Weinstein, Hodgins, & Ryan, 2010). For young chil-
dren, parenting behaviors are one of the most important
factors that influence their creativity development (Deng,
Wang, & Zhao, 2016; Runco & Albert, 2005). Maternal
autonomy-supporting behavior, therefore, was first high-
lighted as a critical promoter of young children’s creativity
(Gagné, 2003; Grolnick, Gurland, DeCourcey, & Jacob,
2002; Liu et al., 2013).

Previous studies have found a positive effect of maternal
autonomy-supporting behavior on children’s creative poten-
tial (Grolnick et al., 2002; Niu, 2007). Autonomy-supportive
mothers scaffold children’s cognitive abilities by giving
choices, acknowledging children’s feelings, and stimulating
children to initiate or maintain autonomy-oriented activities
(Gagné, 2003). To facilitate continuous curiosity, mothers
should encourage children to manipulate some parts of their
world for themselves (Albert & Runco, 1988). Thus, mater-
nal autonomy-supporting behavior was hypothesized to be
positively associated with children’s creative potential.

Furthermore, it was possible that maternal autonomy-
supporting behavior played a moderating role. Situational
autonomy provided individuals with a sense of self-
determination and freedom of choice, which facilitated the
experience of being an initiator of one’s own behaviors and
ideas (Xiao, Wang, Chen, Zheng, & Chen, 2015). As a type
of situational autonomy, maternal autonomy-supporting
behavior might fuel children’s autonomous motivation to
express themselves in an imaginative way (Gagné, 2003;
Grolnick et al., 2002). This indicated that maternal auton-
omy-supporting behavior might strengthen the associations
between autonomy-oriented behaviors and creative potential.
One study showed that situational autonomy strengthened
the effect of induced mood on creativity (Xiao et al., 2015),
but another study found that maternal autonomy-supporting
behavior did not moderate the relation of adolescents’ auton-
omous motivation and creativity (Liu et al., 2013). However,
no conclusive explanation was given to those mixed findings
and researchers did suggest that other parenting behaviors
might also play a role (Liu et al., 2013).

Maternal relatedness-supporting behavior might be
a candidate of those parenting behaviors because an auton-
omy-supporting behavior could also impact an individual’s
psychological need for relatedness—the need to feel belong-
ingness and connectedness with others (Ryan & Deci, 2000;
Weinstein et al., 2010). A study showed that adolescents’
exhibition of autonomy and relatedness was consistently posi-
tively linked to their ego-development (Allen, Hauser, Bell, &
O’Connor, 1994). Young children effectively explore and act
in the world on the condition that they are tied to caregivers’
presence and support (Forman, 2007). No study, however, has
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examined how maternal relatedness-supporting behavior
influenced the relations among children’s autonomy-oriented
behaviors, creative potential, and maternal autonomy-
supporting behavior. Based on the culture-specific perspective
in SDT, some relevant findings have shown the possibility of
a moderating effect. It has been found that maternal related-
ness-supporting behavior interacted with the 2-year-olds’
autonomy in predicting sociability 2 years later (Liu, Chen,
Zheng, Chen, &Wang, 2009). Although sociability was found
to be positively related to creative potential in Western cul-
tures (e.g., Mahon, Yarcheski, & Yarcheski, 1996), it was
negatively associated with creativity in Eastern cultures
(e.g., Lim & Smith, 2008).

SDT suggests that although the basic psychological
needs are common to all humans, cultures with various
values and practices are differentially apt to fulfill these
needs (Chirkov, Ryan, & Willness, 2005). The socialization
ideology of relatedness is endorsed by Chinese parents
because they shoulder the cultural responsibilities to edu-
cate their children about the importance of seeking and
maintaining emotional closeness and physical proximity
(Liu et al., 2005). Unlike the socialization goals of auton-
omy and independence shared by Western parents, Chinese
parents might use relatedness-supporting behaviors to assist
children to affiliate with standard rules and social norms.
This socialization ideology of relatedness might obstacle
the pathway from children’s autonomy to cognitive abil-
ities, such as deep thinking, analytical thinking, and diver-
gent thinking. As a result, Chinese children’s creativity is
undermined in the long-run (Deng et al., 2016). Thus,
contrast to autonomy-supporting behavior, maternal relat-
edness-supporting behavior was hypothesized to weaken
the association of autonomy-oriented behaviors and crea-
tive potential in Chinese children.

Last but not the least, because young children were said
to express their thoughts mainly through the kinesthetic
modality (Memmert, 2007; Pagona & Costas, 2008), the
TCAM test was chosen in this study as a developmentally
appropriate measurement of preschoolers’ potential for
motor creativity (Torrance, 1981). The TCAM is suitable
for children aged from 3 to 8 because not only the verbal
responses but also the responses of movements are encour-
aged and scored (Cooper, 1991). In line with other diver-
gent thinking tests, the TCAM measures fluency (how
many ideas there are), originality (how unusual the ideas
are), and imagination (what children generate about their
novel experience). Previous studies have demonstrated that
the TCAM was a reliable measurement of preschoolers’
creative potential (Cooper, 1991; Zachopoulou, Makri, &
Pollatou, 2009). The moderate, but significant, correlations
in the scores of fluency and originality were found between
the TCAM and the other tests (Scibinetti et al., 2011).
Although imagination is not easy to define or measure
quantitatively, this dimension should be included as

creative imagination peaks during preschool years and pre-
schoolers enthusiastically express their imaginative ideas
(Diener, Wright, Brehl, & Black, 2016).

METHOD

Participants

All the participants participating in a 7-wave longitudinal
study were recruited from the urban areas of Beijing,
China. The previous study primarily focused on the devel-
opment of children’s committed compliance in toddlerhood
from Wave 3 to Wave 5 (Dong, Wang, Lu, Liang, & Xing,
2018), whereas data from 82 participants (32 boys) on
Wave 5 (W5) and Wave 6 (W6) assessments are reported
in this study. Twenty-eight percent of the total sample was
omitted due to attrition (56%; e.g. moved to other cities,
parents were too busy), unwillingness to participate in the
laboratory visits (38%; e.g. only the data on questionnaires
were available), or children’s noncooperation in the cleanup
task and the TCAM (6%). The Mann-Whitney U test
showed that maternal educational status was lower in
those who were excluded, Z = 2.09, p = .04. A Chi-
square test showed that more boys excluded, and more
girls included, χ2(1) = 7.90, p < .01. But all the maternal
demographic characteristics were not related to the vari-
ables of interest in this study (ps > .05).

Procedure

At W5 (Mage = 37.81 months, SD = 1.03), the laboratory
assessment lasted for 2 to 2.5 hr, including two 5-min mother-
child free-plays, a cleanup task about putting away blocks
into a box, and a receptive language test. At W6 (Mage

= 60.35 months, SD = 0.73), children participated in
a 2.5-hr assessment in the laboratory, during which, after
a warm-up session, one female experimenter guided each
child to complete a series of activities measuring their poten-
tial for motor creativity. The mothers signed the informed
consent and debriefed any questions. After each wave of the
assessment, the family received an elaborate gift.

Measures

Committed compliance and self-assertion

Children’s behaviors in the W5 cleanup task were coded for
every 10-s segment. Based on the standardized coding system
(Kochanska & Aksan, 1995), six mutually exclusive categories
were used: (a) committed compliance, (b) situational compli-
ance, (c) passive noncompliance, (d) self-assertion, (e) defi-
ance, and (f) other behaviors or time out. This study focused on
children’s committed compliance (the child continuously
cleaned up the blocks with wholehearted willingness) and self-
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assertion (the child’s simple refusal tomaternal requests and the
attempts to negotiate). Thirty percent of the video samples were
randomly selected to establish inter-rater consistency of two
coders (kappa = .84). The proportion scores of committed
compliance and self-assertion were created by dividing the
frequency of each category by the total frequency of the
coded segments.

Maternal autonomy-supporting and
relatedness-supporting behaviors

The standardized coding system was used via an event
sampling and episodic approach (see Liu et al., 2009, for
more details). Two W5 mother-child free-plays were tallied
to 10 min (600 s). Maternal verbal and nonverbal behaviors
were coded into four broad categories: (a) autonomy-
supporting, (b) autonomy-suppressing, (c) relatedness-
supporting, and (d) relatedness-suppressing. Maternal
autonomy-supporting/autonomy-suppressing behaviors
were composed of the frequencies of behaviors that encour-
aged/discouraged a child to (a) initiate self-directed activ-
ities, (b) maintain self-directed activities, or (c) make his/
her own decision. Maternal relatedness-supporting/related-
ness-suppressing behaviors consisted of the frequencies of
behaviors that encouraged/discouraged a child to (a) coop-
erate with the mother, (b) express emotional communica-
tion, or (c) seek proximity with the mother. Two master
students coded the videos. Based on 20% of the videos, the
kappa for the overall coding was .95.

For data reduction, all the frequencies of four broad
categories were first standardized. To deemphasize the
influence of autonomy-suppressing behavior, the standar-
dized score of autonomy-supporting behavior subtracted
the standardized score of autonomy-suppressing behavior.
Its outcome was further standardized. The same data reduc-
tion procedure was used for maternal relatedness-
supporting/relatedness-suppressing behaviors. Eventually,
a positive score represented maternal propensity of using
autonomy-supporting behavior or relatedness-supporting
behavior.

Motor creativity

The TCAM (Torrence, 1981) was used to measure chil-
dren’s potential for motor creativity at W6. After systematic
training and discussion with the trainer, two experimenters
made some appropriate adaptations for the scoring manual
when translating it from English to Chinese. This test was
composed of four activities. Children’s performance in the
first, third, and fourth activity was scored for fluency and
originality, and their performance in the second activity was
scored for imagination (Zachopoulou & Makri, 2005).
Fluency was scored by summing up the numbers of alter-
native ways to walk across the room in the first activity, to
put a paper cup into a trashcan in the third activity, and to use

a paper cup to make something unique in the fourth activity.
Based on the scoring manual, originality was calculated by
adding up the score of each behavior in these three activities.
In addition, imagination was indexed by the ratings (ranging
from 1 = no movement to 5 = excellent imitation) of chil-
dren’s performance on six descriptive scenarios
(Zachopoulou et al., 2009).

Two raters coded the videotapes and the kappas based on
20%of the tapeswere .90 forfluency, .92 for originality, and .92
for imagination, correspondingly. Three components of creative
potential were highly correlated (rs from .54 to .93, ps < .01). To
reduce the risk of multicollinearity, a principal components
analysis was conducted to create one factor (named motor
creativity), which has explained 79.46% of the total variance.

Receptive language

To control for children’s cognitive ability and receptive
language, the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (Dunn &
Dunn, 1997) was administered to the child individually at
W5. The child was instructed to point out the picture that
matched the word the experimenter told in a display of four
pictures. If the child missed eight items in a set of 12 items,
the test stopped, and the raw score was computed by sub-
tracting the number of errors from the number of the ceiling
item. Age-adjusted standardized scores were converted
from the raw scores and further used as a covariate in the
analyses.

RESULTS

Participants who participated in at least one assessment of W5
or W6 were included in this study, resulting in 22% of the
missing data at W5 and 8.5% at W6. The assumption of
missing completely at random (MCAR)was tenable, suggested
by a nonsignificant Little's MCAR test, χ2(31) = 25.62, p = .74
(Little, 1988). Hence, the missing values were imputed by the
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Enders, 2001).
According to Fisher r-to-z transformation tests, EM imputation
did not cause significant changes in the correlation coefficients.
The means, standard deviations (SD), and correlation coeffi-
cients among EM-imputed variables were displayed in Table 1.

Preliminary results showed that self-assertion was posi-
tively, and committed compliance was negatively, related to
motor creativity, either before or after controlling for chil-
dren’s gender and receptive language. Additionally, motor
creativity was associated with maternal relatedness-
supporting behavior at a marginally significant level, r = .19,
p = .08, but not with autonomy-supporting behavior, r = – .01,
p = .93. Althoughmotor creativity was not related to gender or
receptive language, these two variables were controlled for in
the moderation models because both gender (r = .24, p = .03)
and receptive language (r = .22, p < .05) were significantly
associated with committed compliance.
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By using the Hayes Process v2.13 (Hayes, 2013) with
the bootstrapping strategy (N = 1,000), the moderating
effects of maternal autonomy-supporting behavior were
first examined. The results showed that maternal autonomy-
supporting behavior alone did not moderate the relations
between motor creativity and either committed compliance
or self-assertion. Next, two moderated moderation models
were conducted, in which maternal relatedness-supporting
behavior was added to the model as another moderator. As
shown in Table 2, in the model that motor creativity was
predicted by self-assertion, the 3-way interaction effect
(autonomy-supporting behavior × relatedness-supporting
behavior × self-assertion) was significant, B = –4.20, 95%
CI = [–7.58, –0.83]. Because the 2-way interaction of
maternal relatedness-supporting behavior × self-assertion

exerted a negative effect, B = –4.78, 95% CI = [–9.26, –
0.30], and maternal autonomy-supporting behavior × self-
assertion displayed a positive effect in this model, B = 7.99,
95% CI = [2.60, 13.37], the 3-way interaction could be seen
as maternal relatedness-supporting behavior weakened the
strengthening effect of maternal autonomy-supporting
behavior.

Based on this 3-way interaction, the regions of significance
were depicted by using the Johnson-Neyman technique. The
results indicated that the conditional moderating effect of self-
assertion × autonomy-supporting behavior was significant
when maternal relatedness-supporting behavior was lower
than 0.70, which covered 68.29% of the score ranges of
relatedness-supporting behavior. The minimum and the max-
imum regions of significance were graphically illustrated in
Figures 1 and 2, respectively. Figure 1 showed that maternal
autonomy-supporting behavior strengthened the positive rela-
tion between self-assertion and motor creativity. Compared
with Figure 1, the significant region in Figure 2 was not only
larger in the positive zone, but also including a zone of the
negative relationships. Figures 1 and 2 indicated that when
maternal relatedness-supporting behavior was moderate,
autonomy-supporting behavior moderately strengthened the
positive effect of self-assertion on motor creativity. Although,
when maternal relatedness-supporting behavior was rare, the
positive effect of self-assertion was strongly strengthened by
autonomy-supporting behavior. But if maternal autonomy-
supporting behavior was also quite scarce, self-assertion
could negatively predict motor creativity. However, as
shown in Table 2, none of the interactions among committed
compliance, maternal autonomy-supporting behavior, and
relatedness-supporting behavior predicted motor creativity
significantly.

TABLE 1
Means (M), Standard Deviations (SD) and correlations among

variables

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Committed
compliance

— –.46** .03 –.34** –.39**

2. Self-assertion –.49** — –.06 .29** .26*
3. AS .06 –.08 — .07 –.01
4. RS –.33** .30** .07 — .19†

5. Motor creativity –.37** .25* –.01 .19† —
6. Receptive
language

.22* –.15 .06 –.04 –.06 —

7. Gender .24* –.13 .09 –.02 .05 –.00 —
M 0.76 0.05 — — — 94.20 —
SD 0.24 0.08 — — — 17.21 —

Notes: The left lower zone exhibits the correlations and means (SD) of
variables. The upper right zone exhibits the partial correlations controlling
for children’s gender and receptive language. AS = Maternal autonomy-
supporting behavior, RS = Maternal relatedness-supporting behavior.

†p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01.

TABLE 2
Children’s self-assertion or committed compliance, AS, and RS predict motor creativity

IV: self-assertion IV: committed compliance

Predictors B t 95%CI B t 95%CI

Gender 0.02 0.09 [–0.46, 0.50] 0.24 0.95 [–0.26, 0.74]
Receptive language 0.001a 0.01 [–0.02, 0.02] 0.002a 0.24 [–0.01, 0.02]
AS –0.09 –0.84 [–0.32, 0.13] 0.54 1.00 [–0.53, 1.61]
IV 9.20 3.13** [3.34, 15.06] –1.92 –3.20** [–3.11, –0.72]
AS × IV 7.99 2.96** [2.60, 13.37] –0.66 –1.12 [–1.82, 0.51]
RS 0.08 0.74 [–0.14, 0.30] –0.43 –0.99 [–1.29, 0.44]
RS × IV –4.78 –2.13* [–9.26, –0.30] 0.58 1.16 [–0.41, 1.57]
AS × RS 0.04 0.51 [–0.11, 0.18] –0.07 –0.16 [–0.94, 0.80]
AS × RS × IV –4.20 –2.48* [–7.58, –0.83] 0.08 0.16 [–0.85, 1.00]

R2 = .20, F(9, 72) = 3.31, p < .01 R2 = .20, F(9, 72) = 2.20, p = .03

Notes: IV = Independent variable, AS = Maternal autonomy-supporting behavior, RS = Maternal relatedness-supporting behavior.

*p < .05, **p < .01.
a Three decimal places are reported for the relatively small regression coefficients.
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DISCUSSION

A review of the literature indicated that this was the first
prospective study that examined the longitudinal relations
between committed compliance/self-assertion and creative
potential in young children. This study also comprehen-
sively tested how maternal autonomy-supporting and relat-
edness-supporting behaviors impacted those longitudinal
relations. The results showed that self-assertion was posi-
tively, and committed compliance was negatively, asso-
ciated with later creative potential. Besides, maternal
parenting behaviors displayed a moderated moderation
effect on the association between self-assertion and creative
potential. Maternal autonomy-supporting behavior strength-
ened the association between self-assertion and creativity,
but this moderating effect was weakened by maternal relat-
edness-supporting behavior.

These finding was generally consistent with previous
results that individuals with higher creative personality
exhibited less conformity to authority and social norms
(Albert & Runco, 1988). Additionally, this study partially
demonstrated the assumption based on SDT that autonomy-
oriented behavior, more specifically, young children’s self-
assertion, positively predicted creative potential. SDT
posed that the dynamics of an individual’s motivation for
acting could be applied to understand the creative perfor-
mance in the real-life contexts (Weinstein et al., 2010).
There are two possible explanations of why young children

with more self-assertion had higher creative potential. First,
it is possible that they were more intrinsically rewarded and
interested in the assessment of the potential for motor
creativity. Second, they might be identified with stating
what they thought and more daring to do so. Because
children’s performance on the TCAM was influenced by
their tendencies of enjoying the challenges and expressing
own solutions, the essence of autonomy underlying self-
assertion and motor creativity was more similar.

By contrast, the children with more committed compli-
ance might choose to follow the standard rules and find it
hard to “think out of the box.” (Wang & Greenwood, 2013)
The behavioral tendency of saying yes to rules might orient
them to internalize the existing solutions, instead of expres-
sing something new. This, perhaps, explains why committed
compliance was negatively related to creative potential.
However, it cannot be concluded that self-control (com-
mitted compliance as one form in early years) is only nega-
tively associated with creativity. More studies are needed to
comprehensively examine how other forms of self-control
influence creativity at the other ages, as the previous study
showed that, at least for adults, inhibitory control of sponta-
neous ideas was important for the generation of new ideas
(Cassotti et al., 2016).

For the influences of maternal parenting behaviors, a special
attention was paid to maternal autonomy-supporting behavior
and relatedness-supporting behavior. Based on SDT, maternal
autonomy-supporting behavior was expected to predict
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represents the significant simple slope of the maximum AS score. The dotted line represents the upper bound of the region of significance. The shaded zone
represents the region of significance.
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children’s creative potential positively. Surprisingly, it was
maternal relatedness-supporting behavior, rather than auton-
omy-supporting behavior, that had a trend to relate to children’s
creative potential. This result was contradicted to previous
results reporting a positive relationship betweenmaternal auton-
omy-supporting behavior and Chinese adolescent’s creative
potential (Liu et al., 2013; Niu, 2007). The age difference is
a possible explanation of the contradictory findings.

For Chinese preschoolers in this study, the need for
relatedness was quite important because preschoolers still
needed caregivers’ presence if they wanted to willingly
transform external information into their personally
endorsed ideas. It is possible that by facilitating active
integration and enjoyment of interacting with others in
cognitive activities, maternal relatedness-supporting beha-
vior could promote children’s creative potential. Thus,
relatedness-supporting behavior exhibited a trend of the
positive association with creative potential in this study.
However, for the adolescents in the other studies, the
need for autonomy peaked at their ages. The developmental
relevance of maternal autonomy-supporting behavior was
essential, and this behavior directly linked to their creative
potential.

Besides, the moderating effects of maternal parenting
behaviors were found in this study. First, similar to the

previous study (Liu et al., 2013), the two-way interactions
(maternal autonomy-supporting behavior × committed
compliance/self-assertion) alone did not predict creative
potential. But because SDT also stressed on the cultural
diversity in the fulfillment of basic psychological needs
(Chirkov et al., 2005), maternal relatedness-supporting
behavior was conceptualized as a candidate moderator
that helped to explain those nonsignificant 2-way interac-
tion effects.

In the moderated moderation models, one three-way inter-
action (self-assertion × autonomy-supporting behavior × relat-
edness-supporting behavior) significantly predicted children’s
creative potential. After adding maternal relatedness-
supporting behavior to the model, the two-way interaction of
maternal autonomy-supporting behavior and self-assertion dis-
played a positive effect on motor creativity. Consistent with the
expectations, maternal autonomy-supporting behavior pro-
moted the transformation from children’s self-assertion to crea-
tive potential; this strengthening effect was weakened by
maternal relatedness-supporting behavior. According to the
depicted regions of significance, a balance of maternal related-
ness-supporting behavior at a moderate level and autonomy-
supporting behavior at a higher level might be optimal for
scaffolding Chinese children’s creativity development from
an early autonomy-oriented behavior. But these findings also
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FIGURE 2 AS moderates the relation of self-assertion and motor creativity when RS = –1.10.Note: AS = Maternal autonomy-supporting behavior,
RS = Maternal relatedness-supporting behavior. The black solid line represents the significant simple slope of the minimum AS score. The compound line
represents the lower bound of the region of significance. The dotted line represents the upper bound of the region of significance. The grey solid line
represents the significant simple slope of the maximum AS score. The light-shaded zone represents the positive region of significance and the dark-shaded
zone represents the negative region of significance.
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revealed that when maternal relatedness-supporting behavior
was scarce, once maternal autonomy-supporting behavior
decreased, children were at risk that self-assertion negatively
predicted creative potential. Overall, those results indicated
that the families that balanced children’s needs for autonomy,
self-expression, and exploration in a safe environment may be
ideal for the early development of children’s creativity (Lim &
Smith, 2008).

LIMITATIONS

This study has limitations. First, the sample size was mod-
erate and all the children were from urban China. Although
the observational design and the bootstrapping method
guaranteed the rigors of the study, a larger sample with
participants from diverse backgrounds can help to confirm
and generalize our findings. Second, apart from the TCAM,
more domain-specific and task-specific assessments of
creative potential are advised to be used in future research
(see also Runco & Acar, 2012). Besides, how the other
indicators of autonomy or self-control are associated with
creative potential should be investigated comprehensively.
This may expand the knowledge of how to apply SDT into
practical instructions and techniques for creativity educa-
tion as well as how to facilitate the development of self-
control and creativity simultaneously.
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